ABSTRACT: In this work we present a methodology to detect rare events which are defined as large price movement relative to the volume traded. We analyze the behavior of equity after the detection of these rare events. We provide methods to calibrate trading rules based on the detection of these events and we exemplify for a particular trading rule. We apply the methodology to tick data for thousands of equities over a period of five days. In order to draw comprehensive conclusions we group the equities into classes and we calculate probabilities of price recovery after these rare events and for each class. The methodology that we have developed is based on non-parametric statistics and makes no assumption about the distribution of the random variables in the study.
INTRODUCTION
When studying price dynamics, the price-volume relationship is one of the most studied in the field of finance. Perhaps the oldest model used to study this relationship is the work of Osborne (1959) who models the price as a diffusion process with its variance dependent on the quantity of transaction at that particular moment. Subsequent relevant work can be found in Karpoff (1987) , Gallant et al. (1992) , Bollerslev and Jubinski (1999) , Lo and Wang (2002) , and Sun (2003) . In general this line of work studies the relationship between volume and some measure of variability of the stock price (e.g., the absolute deviation, the volatility, etc.). Most of these articles use models in time, they are tested with low frequency data and the main conclusion is that the price of a specific equity exhibits larger variability in response to increased volume of trades. We also mention the Autoregressive Conditional Duration (ACD) model of Engle & Russell (1998) which considers the time between trades as a variable related to both price and volume. In the current work we examine the relationship between change in price and volume. We study the exception of the conclusion presented in the earlier literature. In our study we do not consider models in time but rather make the change in price dependent on the volume directly.
The old Wall Street adage that "it takes volume to move prices" is brought into question in this empirical study. Indeed, this relationship was studied using market microstructure models and it was generally found true (Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988 , Foster and Viswanathan, 1990 , Llorente et al., 2002 , Podobnik et al., 2009 . The advent of electronic trading using high frequency data, the increase in the trading volume and the recent research in automatic liquidation of large orders may lead to inconsistencies and temporary contradictions of this statement. For short time periods during trading we may encounter large price movements with small volume. However, if the claim is true then large price movements associated with small volume should be only temporary and the market should regain the momentum it had exhibited before the fleeting price movement. This is the premise of the current study. We propose a methodology to detect extreme observations of the price-volume relationship. We may refer to the corresponding observations as rare events in high frequency finance or simply rare events. Please note that these events are not necessarily catastrophic events and in fact due to the high frequency nature of the data in the study they happen quite often.
In our context, due to the joint price-volume distribution, we encounter two types of rare-events. The first type occurs when the volume of traded shares is small coupled with large price movement. The second type occurs when the volume of traded shares is large coupled with small price movement. Of the two types of rare events, we are only interested in the first type. The second type is evidence of unusually high trading activity which is normally accompanied with public information release (a well documented event as early as Beaver (1968) ). We formulate the main objectives of this work as follows.
Objectives:
• Develop a method to detect rare events in real time where the movement of price is large with relatively small volume of shares traded • Analyze the price behavior after these rare events and study the probability of price recovery. What is the expected return if a trade is placed at the detected observation?
The second objective is of particular interest to us. Recent research (Alfonsi et al., 2007 , Zhang et al., 2008 analyzes ways of liquidating a large order by splitting it into smaller orders to be spread over a certain period of time. There are several available strategies to achieve this objective. However, all strategies make one or several assumptions about the dynamic or structure of the limit order book. One specific assumption seems to be common in the literature and that is to assume a degree of elasticity/plasticity of the limit orders, i.e., the capability of the bid/ask orders to regain the previous levels after a large order has been executed. This elasticity degree is usually assumed as given but there are no methods which actually estimate the current nature of the market when the large order is executed, immediately before the liquidating strategy is being put into place. We believe that our second objective provides a way to estimate the current market conditions at the time when a rare event is observed.
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic methodology for detecting and evaluating rare events. Section 3 details results obtained by applying the methodology to tick data collected over a period of five trading days in April, 2008. Section 4 presents conclusions drawn using our methodology.
METHODOLOGY
In this analysis we use tick-by-tick data of 5,369 equities traded on NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX over five days. We need the most detailed possible dataset; however, since our discovery is limited to past trades we do not require the use of a more detailed level 2 order data. We perform model free statistical analysis on this multivariate dataset.
For any given equity in the dataset, an observation represents a trade. Each trade records the price of the transaction, the volume of the shares traded and the time at which the transaction takes place. In this study we are primarily interested in large price movement with small volume, thus for any two observations in the dataset we construct a two dimensional random vector (∆ , ∆ ). Here ∆ is the change in price, ∆ is the change in volume.
The reason for considering any pair of trades and not only consecutive trades is that in general the price movement occurs over several consecutive trades. The main object of our study is the conditional distribution:
i.e., the maximum price movement, given the cumulative volume between two trades is less than a value 0 , which is specific for each equity. The study of this distribution will answer the specific questions asked in the beginning of this paper.
Justification of the method
1. Why restricting the distribution conditional on 0 ?
According to our declared objective, we are interested in price movement corresponding to small volume. Therefore, by conditioning the distribution we are capable of providing answers while keeping the number of computations manageable.
2. Why should 0 be constant in time and dependent only on the equity?
Indeed, this is a very important question. There is no reason for 0 to be constant other than practical reasons. A valid objection is that the dynamics of the equity change in time. A time changing model is beyond the scope of the current study, though in this work we investigate several (fixed) levels of this parameter.
3. Why not the more traditional approach of price and volume evolution in time?
It is known from literature that the duration defined as the time between consecutive trades has an impact on price evolution. Tsay and Ting (2006) consider the distribution of price change conditional of duration and volume (∆ | , ) using only consecutive trades. They exemplify using tick data for four NYSE stocks. The authors conclude that the duration affects prices, but the effect is stronger when volume is high. They find that at the intraday frequency, volume has influence, even after controlling for duration. Similar results are documented in Manganelli (2005) who extends the ACD model of Engle. Generally, these types of models are using consecutive trades or sampled consecutive trades. Rare events, as defined in our context, normally happen over several trades not consecutively. Because of this, we need to consider all trades within a moving window. We analyze over 5000 equities. The large number of combinations makes the study of duration and volume difficult. Furthermore, according to the cited results, in our case (conditional volume is small) the influence of duration on price is weak. All these considerations led us to the study of the distribution ∆ | .
Sampling method. Rare event detection
A thorough investigation of the distribution of price changes, conditional on cumulative trading window, would involve the evaluation of all observations for each equity � − � + +1 + ⋯ + < 0 � for ≤ ≤ , where runs through all the trades, is the price and is the volume associated with trade . Although the distribution would be accurate, such a task would involve significant computational effort considering the large database we use. Because we are interested only in the rare events, we chose to select the extreme observations in this sequence and subsequently analyze only a percentage of these observations at the tails of the distribution ∆ | < 0 .
Specifically, we construct the sequence of consecutive trades , +1 , … , and their associated volumes , +1 , … , , such that + +1 + ⋯ + < 0 and we consider
We repeat the process for every trade by calculating a corresponding maximum price movement within the last 0 trades. Once we obtain these values for the entire sequence of trades we detect the extreme observations by applying a univariate "quantile type" rule. Namely, for a fixed level we select all the observations in the set:
Using rule (1) with returns instead of change in price is preferable in a trading environment. We use change in price (∆ ) for clarity of exposition.
Note: The ∆ quantities are not independent. Thus, the empirical distribution is only an approximation of the true probabilities of price movement. However, rule (1) will identify candidates for rare events which may or may not correspond to the true probability level . If we use non-overlapping windows, the resulting rare events will correspond better to the level . There are two reasons why this is not feasible. First, by considering non-overlapping windows we can lose extreme price differences calculated using prices from the non-overlapping windows. Second, in a previous study (Mariani et al., 2009 ) the authors have shown that returns calculated from tick data exhibit long memory behavior. Thus, even by considering non-overlapping windows one cannot guarantee that the observations are independent.
Rare event analysis. Choosing the optimal level
After we obtain the rare event candidates, we need to develop a systematic methodology to evaluate them. According to our assumption the movement in price is abnormal and the equity should recover and reverse its momentum. We assume that a trade is placed at the time when a rare event is discovered. We consider a limited volume window (called the after-event window) and we analyze the price behavior.
Definition 1: We say that a favorable price movement occurs for a fixed rare event if either -the price level within the after-event window rises above the event price for at least one trade if the event was generated by a negative value for rule (1), or -the price level within the after-event window decreases below the event price level for at least one trade if the event was generated by a positive value for rule (1).
This definition allows us to estimate the probability of a favorable price movement for a specific level . Specifically, if n is the total number of rare events detected by rule (1) and k is the number of favorable price movements among them, then the probability desired is simply / . As we shall see this definition allows the optimal selection of the level . As the level increases, the events will stop being rare and just plain events.
Definition 1 does not allow the selection of the optimal volume window size 0 or the optimal after-event window size. To investigate this selection, we consider the return on a trade. To this end we consider the following strategy: -A trade is placed at every rare event, long or short according to the sign of the quantile detected -An after-event window size is fixed at the moment of the trade -We close the position either during the after-event window, if a favorable price movement takes place, or at the last trade of the after-event window if a favorable price movement does not take place
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Best Return Fig. 1 Visual depiction of the quantities used in the study
The return of such a strategy depends on the price at which the position is closed during the after event window. To determine the optimal window size and optimal level we use the following trading strategy.
Definition 2: A position is opened at a point determined according to rule (1). The position is closed according to the following:
-If a favorable price movement takes place in the after-event window, we close the position using the best return possible. -If a favorable price movement does not take place within the after-event window, we close the position using the worst return possible within the window.
For a certain level and an after event window size we calculate the expected return by averaging all the trade returns placed following the above strategy.
We note that we shall use the trading rule in Definition 2 only for determining optimal level and window size. In practice, using back-testing and strategy calibration will determine a satisfactory favorable price movement and the position will be closed as soon as that level is reached.
Multi-scale volume classification
Econometric analysis traditionally distinguishes between results obtained for highly traded stocks versus less frequently traded stocks. Most of the studies are focused on what are called "large cap" equities which are defined as having market capitalizations larger than a specified cutoff. This definition is often vague, varies over the years and, more importantly, does not necessarily have direct relevance to trading patterns. For example, an equity traditionally classified as a large cap stock may have a small Average Daily Volume (ADV). In our case, Average Daily Volume is essential and we use a different nomenclature based directly on ADV. The results obtained for a highly liquid equity do not necessarily hold true for less liquid stocks even if both belong to the same capitalization class. Herein, we analyze the change in price from the volume perspective; therefore, we recognize the need for classifying equities into classes based on the average daily traded volume. We refer to this classification as the multi-scale volume classification. Figure 2 corresponds to the average daily trading volume (ADV) of the total universe of 5,369 equities considered in this study.
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Fig. 2 Average daily volume distribution
The distribution of the average daily volume among the stocks is skewed to the right and our selection criterion follows certain features. As a preliminary step in our analysis, we need to eliminate all equities with average daily volume below 30,000 shares. The 30,000 volume cutoff value is not arbitrary, but it is found to be the minimum level required to perform our analysis. These stocks are grouped in class index 1 and are not used in any of the further analyses. The highest ADV values are concentrated around major indexes and large capitalization equities with more than 10 million shares traded daily. The three intermediary classes contain large, medium and small average daily volume stocks. The resulting five classes in our multi-scale volume classification are summarized in Table 1 .
Table 1. Equities partitioned into 5 classes
Class
Average daily volume (shares) Number equities 1 ≤ 30,000 1,305 2 Small-Vol Stocks 30,000 < ≤ 100,000 1,088 3 Mid-Vol Stocks 100,000 < ≤ 1,000,000 2,117 4 Large-Vol Stocks 1,000,000 < ≤ 10,000,000 799 5
Super Equity 10,000,000 < 60
RESULTS
The methodology described in Section 2 is applied to each equity data within a class. Then, we combine all rare events detected according to rule (1) within each class. Table 2 presents the probabilities of a favorable price movement according to Definition 1.
We note that to calculate the probability of favorable price movement as in Definition 1 we need to specify a level for the detection rule, a volume level 0 as well as an after event volume size ( ). To analyze the optimal choices of these parameters, Table 2 presents the results obtained for a discrete set of parameters. Specifically, we look at ∈ {0.02, 0.015, 0.01, 0.005, 0.002, 0.0015, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0002}, 0 ∈ {3000, 5000, 10000} and = * 0 , where ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Table 2 . Probability (%) of favorable price movement by equity class Class level for rule (1) 0 = 3,000 0 = 5,000 0 = 10,000
(shares) (shares) (shares) 3,000 6,000 9,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 For a better visualization and interpretation of these numbers we construct probability surfaces for each class and we plot them with respect to the level and volume in Figure 3 .
Small-Vol Stocks
According to Definition 1, we expect the probabilities to increase as the level becomes more selective, as well as the size of the after-event window volume to increase. Indeed, we observe this behavior in Figure 3 , but it is remarkable that the surfaces are parallel and smooth. This seems to indicate that the probability has a similar behavior for each class. Furthermore, by using a simple translation in and we may be able to map each surface into another. This translation is very important because once we decide on an optimal level for one class it automatically translates into optimal levels for the other classes. To determine the optimal level for each class we calculate the expected return of trades according to Definition 2. Specifically, for fixed levels of and , we average all the returns within each class and present the results in Table 3 . We also construct the corresponding surfaces in Figure 4 . Table 3 . Expected return (%) for equity classes for all days
Class level for rule (1) 0 = 3,000 0 = 5,000 0 = 10,000 (shares) (shares) (shares) 3,000 6,000 9,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 10,000 20,000 30,000
Small-Vol Stocks Unlike the probability plots, the surfaces in Figure 4 have different curvatures. For each class surface we identify the level which produces maximum return for each . First, unlike the probability surfaces which were decreasing in the return surfaces have a maximum for each . Remarkably, within each class the maximum return is obtained for the same level regardless of the value. The corresponding level is thus construed as optimal. The following list presents these values.
Class
Optimal In Figure 5 we project the 3D plot onto the ratio / 0 . Each line represents a specific level. With one exception, the lines do not intersect. This means that there is little to no interaction between the levels and the window sizes. Furthermore, using the same graphs we may determine if there is a significant increase in return as the ratio / 0 increases.
From this figure we deduce that for Small and Medium stocks it may pay to wait longer (after-event window size two or three times larger than the original). In contrast for Large and especially for Super Large equities, the expected return does not appear to increase significantly by enlarging the after event window size ( ) with respect to the original window size 0 . In other words, for highly traded stocks either the price bounces back very quickly or not at all.
Since the interaction was not found significant we proceed with Figure 6 where we plot return vs. . This figure provides an indication about the optimal after-event window size to use for each class of equity. Specifically, we look for points where the increase in return becomes negligible. Once again the lines are parallel (the level factor and the windows size factor do not interact), thus we look at the average return for all quantile levels (the thicker red line in the image). Combining the results in Fig. 5 and 6 we may provide the following list of optimal values.
Before event window size After event window size Small-Vol Stocks 5,000 15,000 Mid-Vol Stocks 5,000 15,000 Large-Vol Stocks 5,000 10,000 Super Equity 10,000 10,000
We emphasize that we give these values only as an example for these particular days and choice of classes. We observe that for small and medium volume stocks it takes a longer after event window for the price to recover. In contrast, for the large volume stock and especially super-equity, the price bounces back much faster.
CONCLUSION
This article presents a simple methodology of detecting and evaluating unusual price movements defined as large change in price corresponding to small volume of trades. We classify these events as "rare" and we show that the behavior of the equity price in the neighborhood of a rare event exhibits an increase in the probability of price recovery. The use of an arbitrary trading rule designed to take advantage of this observation indicates that the returns associated with such movements are significant. We therefore confirm the old Wall Street adage that "it takes volume to move prices" even in the presence of high frequency trading.
We present a way to calibrate and find optimal trading parameters for the specific trading strategy considered. The methods presented herein may be easily extended to any trading strategy based on rare events detection. The equity behavior is consistent throughout the equity classes considered in this work. The trading rule we consider provides positive returns when considering the entire universe of equities and neglecting transaction costs.
The classification of equities based on average daily volume (ADV) allows us to draw more specific inference about the rebound behavior of the equity. We confirm that it takes a larger volume window to observe a rare event for a super equity (e.g., SPY, JPM, MSFT, etc.) than for a less traded equity. Furthermore, the price recovery after a rare event is much faster for highly traded stocks than for less liquid stocks.
Essentially, the methodology measures the reaction of the market to abnormal price movements. Notably, a possible application of this methodology may involve the development of forensic tools for market trading activity. The delimitation between rare events and suspicious events is rather thin and additional market data regarding the origination of the trades recorded would be useful in identification of irregular trades.
